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Hawker food in Malaysia Cheap and tasty hawker food is just a normal daily 

affair in Malaysia. The restaurants are under control of the Department of 

Health. There is no need to be afraid, when you want to eat at the hawker 

stalls. Sometimes you see a sign in a restaurant, saying “ approved by the 

Department of Health”. When you come in a hawker center you have to look 

for a table. Have you found a table, than you can sit down. Each table has a 

number. You have to remember that number very well, because that is 

important. Let’s say the number of your table is 9. 

When you look around you, you see a lot of hawker stalls. Now some of you 

can have a look at the stalls and order what you like. For example: chicken 

at stall A , nasi kandar at stall B, satay at stall C. Each time you say at the 

stalls: my table number is 9 or I’m sitting over there! The cooks are going to 

prepare your food. Some moments later they will serve it at your table and 

you have to pay each time they bring a dish. Every hawker stalls sells 

something else. One prepares fish, the next serves meats, the third 

vegetarian, the fourth vegetables, another one sells drinks or Indian food. 

There’s a large varietyof food. Because it’s difficult to choose and the dishes 

come quickly, it’s better to have someone sitting at the table with money. He

can pay every time a dish is served. The prices of the dishes are between RM

2  and RM 6. When you return to your table some, you will notice, that there 

are already so many dishes. Enjoy your meal! Tipping is not recommended! 

When you look closely, you’ll notice that the fish is on a blue plate, meats at 

a white, vegetarian on a green plate. Each hawker stall has his own color. 
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When you’re dinner is over, they can easily find their own plates again. 

Penang is  gourmet’s paradise. Specially when it comes to hawker food. Two 

well known hawker centers are “ Gurney Drive’ and “ Safari”, near One Stop 

shopping complex. A good way to start your culinary adventure is to ask for 

the recommendations of the locals. Penangites are very passionate about 

food! One seafood delicacy I always miss is the humble Balitong. Now 

balitong are conical snails that live in the mud flats and can be found along 

mangrove swamps. They have to be cleaned throughly to get rid of the mud.

Preferably soaked overnight in clean salty water then the conical tips clipped

off. Nasi kandar is something you can’t eat everyday as it is so rich and full 

of calories!. You can choose from a variety of curries with steamed rice. 

HAWKER FOOD -Under control of the department health Situation at Hawker 

Food -Look for a table, then book that table. -every table have number, have 

to remember. -when you go to every stalls, tell them that your table`s 

number, they will send food to your table. -many foods there, fish, meats, 

vegetables and desserts. -They (food) look very delicious. 

The prices is cheap, between rm2 to rm6 only per food. -when you return to 

your table, everything you order already served on your table. -you can look 

the have different coulor of plates for different food. -so, they can find their 

own plaates by theirself. -the famous hawker food are are “ Gurney Drive’ 

and “ Safari”, near One Stop shopping complex at Pulau Pinang. -examples 

of food, Balitong (siput sedut). Very delicious if we eat with rice. -nasi 

kandar, difficult to find. But at penang very easy. You can choose from a 

variety of curries with steamed rice. 
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